Abstract. Scaled experimentation founded on dimensional analysis has a long history but has to-date achieved little success in complex metal-forming applications. This is particularly true for thermo-mechanical processes, where scaled experimentation is recognised to provide little insight. It is shown in this paper that current similarity approaches in continuum physics can be overly prescriptive. The concept of finite similitude is introduced, which is shown to be better suited to finite-element analysis for the design of scaled experiments.
Introduction
Scaling and in particular dimensional analysis plays an important role in experimental continuum physics. The most well-known and important theorem in modern dimensional analysis is the Buckingham Pi theorem [1] , which quantifies the number of dimensionless quantities. If it transpires that the number and magnitude of the dimensionless quantities of the full-scale model and the scaled model coincide, then the two models are denoted similar and accordingly produce corresponding physics. But in reality, metal forming processes are complex and it is not generally possible to find an exact similar model. Although it is evident that dimensional analysis has an important part to play in scaled experiments the inability to match dimensionless quantities imposes severe limitations on its use. These limitations are particularly pronounced for metal forming processes, where a review of the literature reveals a dearth of serious significant technical works on the subject. Although numerous text books on dimensional analysis exist, few cover solid mechanics [1, 2] and fewer still cover forming (none in fact found). The number of articles involving both dimensional analysis and forming [3, 4] is very limited. Similarity solutions simply do not exist in practical metal forming and hence a fundamental difficulty exists when designing scaled experiments. A fundamental concern of any scaling process is whether the results obtained can be guaranteed to be representative of the associated real physics. Does the physics involved scale? The short answer is no, but despite this limitation, physical models can still have a key role to play.
The presented work introduces a novel scaling methodology which is based on scaling of the integral (transport) form of the conservation laws [5] . Unlike differential representations of the conservation laws, which are point-based, the transport equations are applied to a finite space and this feature facilitates a direct map between two control volumes in the full and scaled models. In other words, using transport equations permits the direct scaling of the full-scale model. This direct scaling can be achieved by the use of Nanson's identities and time scaling to represent the physics of the full scale process at the smaller scale or vice versa.
Preliminary concepts
The presented scaling theory is based on the generalised integral form of the conservation equations [5] , which can be represented mathematically as 
Although presently there is no obvious relationship between equations (1) and (2), the transport phenomena in the physical and trial spaces can be related by assuming the existence of a smooth map
In addition the time variables in the physical and trial spaces can be related by
where h is a bijection map. It is convenient here to assume x to be a function of s only; then equation (3) 
Equations (2) and (5) (1) and (2) to match. But the challenge is how to practically match the physical and trial models transport equations in the case of metal forming processes.
Practical aspects
The transport conservation relations involved in thermomechanical metal forming are continuity, momentum, energy and entropy which for the physical space (i.e. fullscale model) can be formulated as 
Scaling of Mass
For the conservation of mass or continuity transport
where for similarity system of equations (7a-e) give 
Scaling of Momentum
As equation (9) 
where ts Y and ps Y are the trial and physical material models yield stresses.
Scaling of Energy
In this case the physical field \ , the flux J and the body force b are respectively e , v V and v b .
Adopting the same methodology by using equations 
which provides a proportional relationship between temperatures.
Scaling of constitutive laws
The scaling details presented in the previous section are only for the conservation laws but in practice experimentalists need to consider the scaling of any associated material-constitutive relationships as well. In the presented methodology, the scaling of the constitutive relations is determined by the scaling applied to the conservation equations. For example, in metal forming, stress is typically a function of strain, strain rate and temperature. For this case a Johnson-Cook material model is a common choice, which for the physicalmaterial model can be written as 
which may or may not match the behaviour of a real material.
Practical constraints
According to the results of section 3.1, there are 6 scaling parameters which are E , h , In specific cases where the number of model-material properties and constitutive coefficients are less than or equal to 3, then there can be a perfect match for the trial material model. An example might be pure-mechanical analysis of a rigid, perfectly-plastic material, where the unknowns are only ts U and ts Y . But in general metal forming problems there are typically more than 3 unknowns for the trial-material model and therefore the material properties determined for the scaled model cannot be matched with a real material model. In other words, the calculated material model for the scaled experiment does not exist in reality. However, the experimentalist can attempt to select real-material models which approximate the unscaled model (see the case studies present in section 4).
As mentioned above there are 3 free scaling factors which their values can be chosen by an experimentalist. One approach therefore is to identify parameters of the scaled-material model that can be fixed. Deciding which material parameters should be chosen depends on the nature of the process. Step 4. Calculation of the material properties and constitutive relation coefficient for the scaled model (e.g. coefficients of the Johnson-Cook plasticity model).
Applying equations (7a-e) to evaluate ps variables using ts values is called reverse scaling. It is evident that applying the reverse scaling to the scaled material model calculated in step 4 gives exactly the same material model as the full-scale physical model. On the other hand, applying the reverse scaling to the real trial material model (e.g. aluminium 7039) does not match the unscaled material model but it provides an approximation for the full-scale model behaviour.
Case studies
In this section hot forging of a cylinder is considered as the case study. The dimensions of the unscaled physical model are radius (r ps )=15 mm and length (l ps )=30 mm and it is made of steel 4340. The dimensional scaling factor E is set to be 2 and therefore the dimensions of the scaled trial model are r ts =7.5 mm and l ts =15 mm. The cylinder is placed between two rigid plates and deformed in the axial direction by half of its length (see Figure 1) . The finite element analyses are performed using ABAQUS software [7] . The consistent system of units used are kg, mm, ms, K, kN, GPa and J respectively for the mass, length, time, temperature, force, stress and energy. The process is thermo-mechanical and consists of two steps:
Step 1. Ensure the temperature of the full-scale model reaches 700 K (scaled model to run at the room temperature 293 K).
Step 2. Applying axial displacement by amount of l ps /2
for unscaled model and l ts /2 for the scaled model. The natural heat convection between the surface of the cylinder and the surrounding area (dry air) is modelled during step 2. The time process of the unscaled model for step 1 is 0.01 ms and for step 2 is 1 ms, i.e. an high-loading rate typical to impact forming is considered. And the time processes of the scaled model depend on the selected trial material, i.e. time scaling factor h. Two possibilities are considered for the trial materials in the next subsections. In the first trial the behaviour of aluminium is adopted as the trial material model and its action under reverse scaling is studied. A tungsten alloy is considered as the second trial material in section 4.2.
Direct/Reverse scaling I: steel-aluminium
For the first trial, aluminium 7039 is used as the scaled experiment material. The thermo-mechanical material properties and Johnson-Cook relation coefficients for the full-scale model (steel 4340) and the scaled model (Al 7039) are presented in Table 1 . The symbols c, α exp , , h conv and μ represent respectively the specific heat, thermal expansion, convection film coefficient and friction coefficients. The values of the variables are given in consistent system of units (kg, mm, ms, K). As it is highlighted in Table 1 , the density and yield stress of the scaled material is set to be equal to the trial material model (Al 7039). This is due to the two degrees of freedom provided by free scaling factors h and Table 2 . The process time of the unscaled model for the step 2 is 1 ms and for the scaled model is 0.455 ms, i.e. 1/h. It is clear from Table 1 data that the scaled material model does not exist in reality but the selected trial material (Al 7039) provides a first attempt at the scaling experiment. The finite element results for the axial force-displacement of the scaled and trial material models are depicted in Figure 2 . The erratic behaviour at the initial stages of the results is due to the thermal step (i.e. step 1). Applying the reverse scaling (see section 3.3) to the scaled material presented in Table 1 -6 , h conv =5×10 -6 , and μ=0. 6 . These values are worked out in the consistent system of units (kg, mm, ms, K). The axial force-displacement behaviour of the physical model (steel 4340), reversed scaled material and reversed Al 7039 models under the original (full-scale) loading conditions are compared in Figure 3 . The results show that the selection of Al 7039 as the trial material model gives rises to significantly higher loads than what is required in the design of the scaling experiment. In next subsection, another trial material (tungsten alloy) is used to provide a closer approximation for the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the full-scale physical model. , α exp =5×10 -6 , h conv =5×10 -6 , and μ=0.6 [8] . The calculated scaling factors values for the steeltungsten scaling experiment are presented in Table 3 . -5 , and μ=0.6. The process time of the unscaled model for the step 2 is 1 ms and for the scaled model is 0.534 ms, i.e. 1/h. The axial force-displacement behaviour of the scaled models (i.e. trial and scaled materials) is depicted in Figure 4 . , α exp =2.09×10 -6 , h conv =5×10 -6 , and μ=0.6. The axial force-displacement behaviour of the physical model (steel 4340), reversed scaled material and reversed tungsten alloy models are shown in Figure 5 . These results indicate that tungsten alloy (0.07Ni, 0.03Fe) as the trial material model provides a close match for the scaling of this forming process. The results provide confidence for adopting a tungsten-alloy scaled model to represent the physics of the steel billet.
Conclusions
The paper is concerned with a novel methodology in isotropic scaling of thermo-mechanical processes and the following conclusions can be drawn from the presented work:
x The generalised integral form of the conservation laws (i.e. the transport approach) can be scaled and used to represent continuum physics on a scaled space.
x The presented theory provides a general framework for both isotropic and anisotropic scaling although its application in this paper is limited to isotropic scaling.
x The presented theory and numerical results confirm the applicability of the presented scaling methodology to thermo-mechanical processes. 
